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Attended the MVP inspectors morning meeting followed by PPL’s weekly safety meeting. Met with lead EI and discussed activities
for the day. Traveled to access road FR-290 and met with Environmental crew and discussed their plans for the day.

At access road FR-291, the sub contracted stringing crew, PeBen, had removed the water bars through the travel lane from
13096+00 to 13116+00. Sumps and j hooks were in need of maintenance from 13077+33 to 13094+40.

At access road FR-290, the environmental crew was hauling off trash and brush that had been piled up previously. TJ Collins crew
had removed water bars from 13035+00 to 13075+00. Operators on his crew appear to be leaving a pile of soil in the channel of
the water bars when building them. Water bars installed in the travel lane from 13040+00 to 13043+00 were installed with the slope
exceeding 5% but had already been removed for the work day.

At access road FR- 289 the pipe gang had removed water bars from 13035+00 back to Blue Ridge Parkway. Operators continue to
run over the plywood covering the holes of the mat bridges. The environmental crew continues to replace the damaged ones when
they are discovered.

Stream crossings S-H1, S-G24, S-G25, S-G26 and S-G27 showed no signs of sediment impact, and all ECD’s remain in place and
functional. The environmental crew was in the process of cleaning each bridge after the crews in the area was no longer needing to
cross them.
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Silt fence needs maintenance near 13094+40Sumps have been cleaned out by shovel in

areas that are not accessible by equipment.
13093+00

Silt fence was damaged and environmental
crew repaired it immediately. FR-291

Curlex installed on the slope above S-G26.
13061+00

Water bars removed at 13116+00 FR-291

Operators are leaving material in the channel
of the water bars after building. 13075+50
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